
Price meltdown 

Hot tech offers during Saturn’s summer sale 

 Popular tech products from TVs to gaming radically reduced

 Promotion period from 19 to 31 August 

 Great surprises in all Saturn stores on 31 August 

Ingolstadt, 19.08.2019: With the summer reaching its height, Saturn is turning up
the heat  yet  again,  causing the prices of  selected  tech items to simply melt
during its Summer Sale! It’s even worth taking a holiday from your holiday to
allow for an extra shopping spree. The campaign will run at Saturn stores from
Monday 19 August until Saturday 31 August. The final Saturday will also be the
highlight of the campaign, with all German Saturn stores offering great surprise
gifts, making for summer shopping at its best!

Those looking to make cool savings shouldn't miss Saturn’s Summer Sale. The price
meltdown  affects  popular  items  in  many  different  departments.  Big  screen  fun  for
example is guaranteed by a super-sharp 55" UHD 4K Smart TV from Samsung for only
€999 (RRP: €1699). The Bose Solo 5 soundbar is ideal to go with it – and is available
for a fabulous €169 (RRP: €279). Meanwhile, a cool appliance at an even cooler price is
the Bauknecht KGN 389 fridge-freezer combination in a stainless-steel look – its price
has melted to just €399 (RRP: €589).

Cool savings right up until the Summer Sale finale 

Other fantastic super Summer Sale bargains include a Sony PlayStation 4 with a 500
GB hard drive and second controller for €278, a Microsoft Surface GO 10" tablet in a
bundle with a TypeCover keyboard and the Office 365 Home suite for €599, a Huawei P
smartphone for €166, and the powerful Dyson V11 Absolute cordless vacuum cleaner
with a long handle for only €639. Additional product highlights at low summer prices can
be found by visiting Saturn stores or surfing through the Saturn online shop. Moreover,
Samsung is celebrating 50 years of innovation with Saturn customers. If they purchase
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a Samsung promotional TV or soundbar before 1 September, they’ll  receive a direct
discount  at  the  checkout  (or  in  their  shopping  cart  if  they  buy  online).  The  exact
deduction depends on the item chosen and ranges between €50 and €2000.

And don’t forget that the big Summer Sale finale will take place in all Saturn stores on
Saturday 31 August. Customers can look forward to a unique shopping experience with
plenty  of  surprises  and free ice  cream provided by  Saturn’s  partners Eismann and
Bosch. 
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About Saturn

Saturn turns technology into an experience for its customers and shows them how modern tech can enhance their lives.
Founded in 1961, Saturn is now an independent sales brand under the auspices of the MediaMarktSaturn Retail Group,
Europe’s number one consumer electronics retailer. In Germany, Saturn has 156 stores and employs around 9,000
people. Altogether, there are about 170 Saturn stores in three European countries. Saturn’s spacious stores are known
for their  attractive locations, their wide range of brand-name products sold at value-for-money prices, and excellent
service  and  advice.  Saturn’s  brick-and-mortar  business  in  Germany  is  closely  integrated  with  its  online  shop
www.saturn.de as well  as mobile,  app-based shopping. Under this multi-channel  strategy, Saturn customers benefit
from both the advantages of online shopping and the personal advice and services offered by local stores.
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